Abstract. The article presents a scheme for constructing models using kinetic laws for additional parameters. The work describes the example of the model of electro-beam treatment of a material with a coating. The study uses the simple kinetic law for powder layer evolution due to shrinkage. The model takes into account the melting of powder layer and substrate. The numerical solution gives the temperature field, evolution of the molten pool, the heat affected zone and the surface relief for different moments of time. The results depend on the treatment rate and electron beam energy.
Introduction
Electron-beam technologies are interesting for development of manufacturing and for investigation in the directions involving the modification of material properties and its surfaces [1] [2] [3] . Recent applications are connected with additive manufacturing [4] . The viability of laser-based and electronbeam-based additive manufacturing has been successfully demonstrated for titanium and nickel-based alloys, for stainless steel. etc. Thermophysical phenomena determining the additive manufacturing results are the same [5] that take a place in the processes of laser and electron beam welding, build up welding and surface treatment [6] .
Additive methods for producing metallic parts are developed in the directions of powder and wire employment as green materials. There are technologies, where layer build-up happens due to the feeding of a wire or powder into the heated zone or into the melt formed by laser or electron beams. Another way of additive layer manufacturing using metal powder compositions uses the fusing of layers by scanning beam of small diameter. Note that electron-beam additive manufacturing is characterized by the building-up velocity of 120 cm 3 /h, which is higher than 2-20 cm 3 /h for similar laser machines. In addition, sintering of chemically active metals (particularly, titanium and their alloys) in vacuum is cheaper than that for corresponding laser process in protective gas environment.
In additive manufacturing applications, it is necessary to know and predict the possible shrinkage of a powder layer during Selective Laser or Electron Beam Melting. This phenomenon in different technologies can be linear [7] or nonlinear in connection with nonlinear thermal conductivity or phase transitions [8] . There are many physical factors that affect densification of products during sintering [8, 9] . These processes play a significant role when homogeneity of mechanical and physical properties of synthesized material is required in the direction normal to the directions of heated zone propagation and article production. In addition to the modelling of shrinkage during solid freeform , it is important to study the models, where the shrinkage process can be described by kinetic laws based on physical regularities that are typical for them [11, 12] . Because the thickness of consecutive powder layers is small in comparison with specific heat scale and detail size and one powder layer includes only several particles, the approach schematically depicted in Figure 1 is methodologically correct and will yield prognostic models. Note that the construction of kinetic laws is possible at meso level, when the observation after individual particle behaviour is ensured. Here, the Phase-field method [13] and lattice Boltzmann equation method [14] are suitable. Unfortunately, the authors of similar works do not suggest the generalized formulae. Kinetic parameters for chemical reactions can be found using thermodynamics, quantum chemistry, molecular methods or experiment. Effective properties are quite structuresensitive, and there are numerous theoretical approaches in micromechanics and thermal physics for their calculation.
Here, we demonstrate some features of the models with kinetic laws for evolution of powder layer thickness.
Thermophysical model formulation
A mathematical model of surface treatment of the plate (with preliminarily deposited powder layer) by scanning electron beam developed in the line can be presented in the form [15] .
where 
The heat capacities of the substrate 
In general case, the thermal conductivity coefficients also depend on temperature.
Analyzing the calculation results for   , one can investigate the evolution of melting pool and heat affected zone, which has been determined using conditionally given temperature (for example, 900 700   T K). If the temperature does not reach this value, the visible change in the material structure is not observed.
Certainly, this model is correct when the coating (or powder layer) is absent. However, phase composition determined on the base of phase diagrams using temperature value found from pure thermal conductivity problem will be quite approximate. Correctness of the approach [16] , where the results of thermal problem solution are used to determine the phase structure by the phase-field method is ambiguous from the methodological point of view.
Additional complexification of thermal models conditioned by the consideration of the temperature dependencies of the properties also leads to temperature change, variation of heat affected zone and melting pool shape. The results do not change qualitatively in three-dimensional problems. New capabilities appear for determination of the melting depth and temperature distribution along the third axis for massive parts.
Though, thermal-physical models can be efficient due to taking into consideration various kinetical phenomena, which lead to evolution of properties.
Formal kinetics of shrinkage
The formation of phases, porosity and evolution of defects, change of properties, shrinkage are kinetical processes. To take into account these processes while models are constructed, it is necessary to formulate the kinetical laws. Processes at micro-and meso-levels should be affected by kinetical parameters and kinetical functions.
For example, to ensure the required properties for preliminarily deposited powder coating, the additional thermal treatment is necessary that leads to densification and shrinkage of this layer. From physical point of view, the shrinkage is connected with melting and mass transfer in different phases, with adhesive forces appearance between individual particles etc. All mentioned processes are thermally activated and proceed at micro-and meso-levels: in the volume of individual particles, in pores between particles, at the interfaces. We assume that the independent investigations were made for constructing kinetical law. As a result, we come to the kinetic equation
where  is porosity.
The simplest form of the kinetic equation is E is shrinkage activation energy (its value is determined by the processes limiting the shrinkage at micro-level), s is index in the kinetic function (it can be a whole or fractional number, depends for example, on particle surface shape). All parameters can be found from experiment or on the base of special physico-mathematical models. Lattice Boltzmann Equation method is suitable here [14, 17] .
In the simplified approximation, we believe that thickness of powder layer is inversely proportional to density 
Model will allow describing, in a first approximation, the surface relief change due to shrinkage during surface treatment [15] .
We assume that 0 4. (Figure 2a, right picture) . Even for quasistationary process (when maximal temperature does not change), the thickness of powder layer changes nonuniformly. If the temperature cycles at the points near the surface are different (Figure 3a) , so in other points the temperature cycles are the same for different points along the Xaxis. However, the shape of heat affected zone and of the area with temperature higher then  cm/sec, we obtain other results. Maximal temperature during treatment is higher than in previous case (Figure 2b ), more substantial shrinkage is observed. This is shown in Figures 2 and 4 .
Temperature changes similarly with time. However, we can see here the temperature slope connected with substrate melting more clearly (Figure 3b ). When temperature exceeds the melting temperature of powder material, we can see the molten pool in addition to the heat affected zone. Isolines in Figure 4 (a and c) correspond to temperature 350, 700, 1800 and 2300 K.
Calculations show that the relief of the coating after treatment depends on all technological parameter and on the initial thickness of the powder layer. For practical applications, this model can be used to elaborate the recommendations for suitable parameter selection. By varying the treatment velocity, electron beam power, scanning thickness, etc., one can obtain enough uniform surfaces that ensure uniform properties. The results demonstrate that thermal-kinetic model qualitatively describes the observed regularities: temperature growth with effective flux density increase, source velocity reduction, thickness change during shrinkage. This allows predicting the thickness change during treatment after kinetical parameter identification. Richer opportunities appear when chemical reactions have been taken into account. Some examples are presented in [11, 15] . 
